Additional Educational Resources

- **PIH Engage Crash Course**
  - This short video-and-question learning module introduces key concepts about PIH and PIH Engage. It takes approximately 60 minutes to complete!

- **PIH Engage YouTube Video Playlist**
  - Wondering where to start? Check out *Why Are Poor Countries Poor?* or “Enough of Aid, Let’s Talk Reparations” or “The Roots of Global Health Inequity” to get a conversation started!
  - Teams can watch informative and inspiring videos from this playlist during meetings! Also: PIH Vimeo
  - Further Learning: Links to Videos, Articles, and Books (explore tabs)
    - Global Health Course Videos

- **Mountains Beyond Mountains: Reading Guides and Glossary**
  - Very helpful guides to learning about social justice and health through *Mountains Beyond Mountains.*

- **Recent News from Partners In Health**